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Hinako thought she didn't have any family, but on the day she
starts high school, her twin brother Hikaru suddenly appears and
tricks her into taking his place. But the new school Hinako
attends in his stead is beyond unusual. Now she must fight her
way to the top of Shishiku Academy, an all-boys school of
delinquents! -- VIZ Media
This report examines the links between inequality and other
major global trends (or megatrends), with a focus on
technological change, climate change, urbanization and
international migration. The analysis pays particular attention
to poverty and labour market trends, as they mediate the
distributional impacts of the major trends selected. It also
provides policy recommendations to manage these megatrends in an
equitable manner and considers the policy implications, so as to
reduce inequalities and support their implementation.
Astra Lost in SpaceVIZ Media LLC
It's time to take over the world with the power of imaginative
play.
WITCH WATCH, Vol. 1
Cocoon Entwined
Girls' Last Tour, Vol. 2
Psycho-Pass: Inspector Shinya Kogami Volume 4
World Social Report 2020
Trends, challenges and opportunities for growth
Can eight teenagers find their way home from 5,000 light-years away? It s the year 2063,
and interstellar space travel has become the norm. Eight students from Caird High School and
one child set out on a routine planet camp excursion. While there, the students are
mysteriously transported 5,000 light-years away to the middle of nowhere! Will they ever
make it back home?! After crashing on planet Icriss, all seems hopeless for the crew of the
Astra. That is, until they discover another Astra hidden on the planet. And there's a woman in
cryogenic sleep inside! Will this new Astra be the ark that saves group B-5 from their despair?
Lost in Space: Countdown to Danger Vol. 1 is an official graphic novel expansion of the hit
Netflix series featuring all-new, original adventures not seen on television. -Hardcover, 4
volume series LOST IN SPACE: COUNTDOWN TO DANGER THE OFFICIAL COMIC BOOK
EXPANSION OF THE HIT NETFLIX SERIES The smash-hit rebirth of the beloved sci-fi classic
Lost In Space continues in this thrilling graphic novel expansion to the series which will take
the Jupiter 2 where it has never been before. 30 years in the future, en route to a distant
colony, the Robinson family finds itself thrown off-course when their ship crash-lands on a
mysterious and dangerous planet. On this strange new world, they encounter a hostile
environment and an enigmatic alien robot. In order to survive, the Robinson family must rely
on their training, and they'll discover that no matter how lost they are, their family is their
home. These all-new, untold adventures features the full crew of the hit Netflix show: the
Robinsons, the Robot, Doctor Smith and Don West. These are the missions you didn t see on
TV, as our heroes struggle to survive in an unknown world full of new creatures, unexpected
visitors, and new danger. Legendary Comics brings sci-fi fans an unmissable four-part graphic
novel series written by Richard Dinnick (Doctor Who; Thunderbirds) and Brian Buccellato
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(Detective Comics; The Flash) with stunning artwork by Zid (Skull Island: Birth of Kong; Trick
'r Treat: Days of the Dead).
Yet Another You No more deception, no more lies--now that Aya and Tôya have finally let
down all their barriers and come together, that is. But will something else--something outside
their love--tear them apart? Miori Sahara seems a nice enough girl--goes to Aya's school, has a
lot in common with Aya...looks a lot like Aya, actually. She says she's searching for her
missing boyfriend, who's been gone a year now. After an accident robs Tôya of his memories,
will Aya turn to Yûhi once Tôya goes back to his "real" girlfriend, Miori? A love like Aya and
Tôya's is supposed to last forever...has everything that's happened between the two of them
this past year been a lie after all?! -- VIZ Media
Can eight teenagers find their way home from 5,000 light-years away? It s the year 2063,
and interstellar space travel has become the norm. Eight students from Caird High School and
one child set out on a routine planet camp excursion. While there, the students are
mysteriously transported 5,000 light-years away to the middle of nowhere! Will they ever
make it back home?! After their nightmare on Shummoor, the group arrives at the third
planet on their journey, Arispade. The planet has plenty of food, water and sunshine, making
it just like a tropical paradise and the perfect place to relax. Even the lone wolf of the group,
Ulgar, starts to open up! That is, until he suddenly pulls out a gun and threatens to kill Luca!
Could Ulgar be the traitor the group has been looking for?!
Otto's Backwards Day
Erased
Friendship
School Judgment: Gakkyu Hotei, Vol. 1
Star of Hope
Astra Lost in Space, Vol. 2

By purchasing Pork Bowl, Hachiken takes a step forward in reconciling a
farmer's care and concern for livestock that will ultimately be eaten. But
Pork Bowl has yielded a whole lot more than a pork bowl's worth-or even a
dozen pork bowls' worth!-of meat, and all of Ezo Ag is more than happy to
help with the surplus! Hachiken may raise a lot of tough questions, but he
sure knows how to make a mean batch of bacon...
Riding Astra makes Lily feel closer to her mom—even if Lily’s dad blames
horses for her mother’s death At thirteen, Lily O’Neil dreams of riding
Arabian endurance horses in the Sierra Nevada foothills like her mom once
did—before her fatal accident. Now, Lily’s father has forbidden her from
going near horses ever again—he’s even sold her beloved pony, Domino.
But Grams understands that horses are Lily’s life, just like they were for
her mom. Astra Atomica is Lily’s favorite, a graceful gray Arabian mare
with the potential to become a great champion. Lily’s mom saw it too—she
rode the spirited animal to several victories—and Lily knows that the freak
accident wasn’t Astra’s fault any more than it was her mother’s. Lily’s
secret dream is to ride Astra all the way to the Tevin Cup, like her mother
had planned to do. If only she can make her father see how much her bond
with Astra means to her, and how much riding meant to her mother.
One fateful day, all of humanity was petrified by a blinding flash of light.
After several millennia, high schooler Taiju awakens and finds himself lost
in a world of statues. However, he’s not alone! His science-loving friend
Senku’s been up and running for a few months and he's got a grand plan in
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mind—to kickstart civilization with the power of science! -- VIZ Media
A prequel to the blockbuster Attack on Titan series, Before the Fall is a
three volume young adult fiction fantasy novel series set years before the
events that transpire with Eren and Mikasa. Together, the second and third
volumes of Before the Fall are yet another prequel story and they are for
the most part separate from the story of Angel and Wall Maria. In this
collection we are introduced to a new character, Kuklo, who was found as a
baby crying in a mass of Titan vomit, amidst the dead titan corpses. He is
called “a child of titan” and is essentially hated by the people inside the
walls. Kuklo, despite his horrible beginnings and a single-functioning eye,
also seems to grow unnaturally fast. He parts himself from his past and
gambles on the fate of humanity by enlisting in the Survey Corps. This
group functions primarily outside of the safety of the walls. And here with
his strength and determination Kuklo survives and thrives. But to
accomplish this he gets his hands on the Vertical Maneuvering Equipment.
Although the gear is still imperfect and causes a troublesome incident for
Kuklo, he fights the titans. Whether it is because it is his fate to fight them,
or it is because of his past, he fights against them.
Stone World
Astra Lost in Space, Vol. 4
Astra Lost in Space, Vol. 1
Planetes Omnibus Volume 1
All You Need Is Kill
Planet Camp
1940s Hiroshima. Suzu, a young bride, leaves her home to join her new husband, a
member of the Japanese navy, at a military base in the port city of Kure.
Confronted with the challenges of a new life, Suzu must also come to grips with a
world at war and her beautiful home collapsing around her. Unwilling to give up
hope, Suzu holds on to happiness to persevere through the trials of war.
Morihito Otogi’s family is descended from a long line of ogre familiars, and he has
the inhuman strength to prove it. One day, his father comes to him with the lifechanging news that he is to become the familiar of his childhood friend, the
teenage witch Nico. He is to live under the same roof with her and protect her
from anything and anyone that may attempt to harm her. Meanwhile, Nico is
excited to get to live with the love of her life, even if her crush is onesided—Morihito is so serious about his duties to protect her that any romance is
going to be an uphill battle. But he has every reason to be serious, as Nico has a
prophecy of doom hanging over her head! -- VIZ Media
An unstoppable anthology of crime stories culled from Black Mask magazine the
legendary publication that turned a pulp phenomenon into literary mainstream.
Black Mask was the apotheosis of noir. It was the magazine where the first
hardboiled detective story, which was written by Carroll John Daly appeared. It was
the slum in which such American literary titans like Dashiell Hammett and
Raymond Chandler got their start, and it was the home of stories with titles like
“Murder Is Bad Luck,” “Ten Carets of Lead,” and “Drop Dead Twice.” Collected
here is best of the best, the hardest of the hardboiled, and the darkest of the dark
of America’s finest crime fiction. This masterpiece collection represents a high
watermark of America’s underbelly. Crime writing gets no better than this.
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Featuring • Deadly Diamonds • Dancing Rats • A Prize Fighter Fighting for His
Life • A Parrot that Wouldn’t Talk Including • Dashiell Hammett’s The Maltese
Falcon as it was originally published • Lester Dent's Luck in print for the first time
It's the 2070s, and mankind has conquered space, making interplanetary travel
possible and igniting the imaginations of the world. It's also vastly increased the
amount of dangerous space debris, and someone has to clean it up. Hachimaki,
Yuri, and Fee are a crew on that beat, each with their own goals, tendencies, and
personal problems: Hachimaki dreams of deep-space exploration in his own ship,
Yuri is still recovering from the death of his wife in an accident caused by orbiting
debris, and Fee is secretive, but there's a lot going on under the surface! Just
trying to do their jobs in an age of space-age environmental concerns and new
vistas of exploration, the crew deals with Hachi's fear of isolation hampering his
hopes of joining an upcoming Jupiter mission, keep an eye on the wreckage for
signs of Yuri's lost wife, and become unwitting heroes when the only place Fee can
still smoke is threatened by terrorists! Dark Horse Manga is proud to present
Makoto Yukimura's award-winning hard sci-fi epic Planetes in two omnibus-sized
editions, complete with bonus color pages never before seen in America! "Planetes
has it all: strong themes, interesting characters, and great art." -Anime Fringe
The Black Lizard Big Book of Black Mask Stories
A Toon Book
In This Corner of the World Vol. 2
Silver Spoon, Vol. 4
Sword Art Online Progressive, Vol. 7 (manga)
Toon Level 3

From the author of the New York Times–bestselling Lost Fleet series comes 11
action-packed stories of space exploration. In Jack Campbell’s Lost Fleet series,
Campbell’s hero Captain “Black Jack” Geary explores the furthest reaches of
space. Here, Campbell explores what kinds of problems mankind might face as
our horizons expand. The third in a series of collections of Campbell’s short
stories includes some of Campbell’s favorite stories, and some of his earliest. A
brand-new author’s note accompanies each story. “Lady Be Good” is one of
Campbell’s most popular stories, winner of Analog magazine’s “AnLab” reader
poll for Best Short Story and cited in Gardner Dozois’s Year’s Best SF. The Lady
Be Good is an old ship, running obscure routes (not all on the right side of the
law), with her loyal first officer Kilcannon and reclusive captain. When Kilcannon
decides to rescue the survivors of an attack on a Vestral Company ship, a
mysterious new passenger thanks him by asking difficult questions about the
Lady, with unexpected answers. In “Kyrie Eleison,” the Verio shipwrecked
centuries ago on an out-of-the-way planet, and the descendants of the ship’s
survivors have gotten along as well as they can by following the orders that were
passed on to them. But those orders weren’t intended to govern life on the
planet’s surface, and when the Bellegrange arrives on a rescue mission, her
captain will have to reckon with the unexpected social order on the planet. In “Do
No Harm”, a ship is so technologically advanced that it can repair itself—but
turning over the keys might not be the best idea. And in “Down the Rabbit Hole,”
a series of failed attempts at faster-than-light travel lead to a novel approach:
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sending an untested Naval captain out in a space ship to see if he can figure out
what’s gone wrong. With eleven stories in all, Ad Astra is the most multi-faceted
introduction to the short fiction of Jack Campbell, and an essential complement to
his bestselling book-length work.
I may only be in fourth grade, but I know more than most adults. I take notes
every day and read all kinds of books, so I have a solid grasp on the world
around me. But suddenly, there are penguins in my town! I know it has
something to do with the lady at the dentist and her weird powers, and I'm going
to get to the bottom of it...
When the alien Mimics invade, soldier Keiji Kiriya is killed, easily, on the
battlefield. But he wakes up the previous morning as if nothing happened and
must fight the battle again...and again...and again. Teamed up with the
mysterious female fighter known as the Full Metal Bitch, Keiji must figure out how
to stop the cycle—and what role his new and deadly ally plays in the fight to save
Earth. Author Nick Mamatas (Bullettime, Love Is the Law) and artist Lee
Ferguson (Miranda Mercury, Green Arrow/Black Canary) give Hiroshi
Sakurazaka’s mind-bending alien invasion tale a bold new look in the official
comic adaptation of the original novel. Now a major motion picture starring Tom
Cruise! -- VIZ Media
Satoru had a hunch that something was going to happen to Misato... In order to
track her down when she disappears, Satoru and Yashiro follow the Shiratori
Foods truck. En route, the two have a long conversation about various topics,
almost as though they're father and son... But does something more sinister lie in
front of Satoru?
Astra Lost in Space, Vol. 5
Ape & Armadillo Take Over the World
Ad Astra
Inequality in a Rapidly Changing World
To Love Ru
Revelation
The accused this time is a boy named Tento. His crime? The murder of a
beloved member of the classroom! Luckily for him, the state has sent
him a defense attorney—Abaku Inugami. But is this wild young lawyer
skilled enough to ronpa his client off the hook? -- VIZ Media
Conspiracies begin to unravel as the truth behind the Astra crew
members? circumstances comes to light. And at their last pit stop,
Galem, the saboteur is revealed! Don?t miss the shocking conclusion!
-- VIZ Media
After crashing on planet Icriss, all seems hopeless for the crew of
the Astra. That is, until they discover another Astra hidden on the
planet. And there?s a woman in cryogenic sleep inside! Will this new
Astra be the ark that saves group B-5 from their despair? -- VIZ Media
Someone stole Otto's birthday! To get his presents back, Otto needs to
solve a slew of puzzles—but his greatest challenge comes at his
journey's end. Kirkus Reviews declares this book "a snappy follow-up
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to Otto's Orange Day."
Astra
Otto's Orange Day
To Your Eternity
Toon, Level 3
Attack on Titan: Kuklo Unbound
The African Film Industry

"When you live surrounded by extra-terrestrials, it’s hard to
argue with the idea that aliens are real. But ghosts? Now that’s
something entirely different! Still, there’s a lot of rumors
about the school’s oldest, abandoned building...and when Yuuki
and company decide to investigate first-hand, they just might
get more than they bargained for. Amidst all the romantic
misadventure that surrounds their day-to-day lives, things are
about to get just a little bit paranormal..."--Publisher's
website.
Distant lights illuminating the darkness pique Chito's and
Yuuri's curiosity, so the two hop aboard their beloved
Kettenkrad and head for the horizon. What they find may not be
what they were looking for, but the surviving fragments of
civilization are enough to keep them going. There's no telling
what other strange surprises lie in store as their journey
continues...
Clad in school uniforms practically breathing with life are the
girls of Hoshimiya Girls' Academy, their hair long and
luxurious. When a certain "incident" rocks the academy, the
hidden feelings these girls possess will be entwined in this
pure girls' love story.
From Star Creator Gen Urobuch (Fate/Zero, Puella Magi Madoka
Magica) comes the fourth volume in the manga prequel to the hit
anime series Psycho-Pass! The perfect society and its
price...the manga prequel to the acclaimed anime series! In the
22nd century, the Psycho-Pass measures emotional health, making
crime not only rare, but strange and dangerous--and the only
"safe" job for a person on the borderline is as a cop...kept on
a virtual leash as they hunt down the criminals they may soon
become themselves! How did rice, once sacred to Japan, become
its forbidden food? Division 3 descends into the deepest levels
of the Special Sector in search of a lost field under a hidden
sun...and the mysterious woman at the heart of their case,
Kirika Nouzen.
Ad Astra: An Illustrated Guide to Leaving the Planet
Fire Punch, Vol. 2
Dr. STONE, Vol. 1
Secrets
Flop to the Top!
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It?s the first day of Planet Camp, and Aries Spring couldn?t be more excited! She,
along with eight other strangers, leave for Planet McPa for a weeklong excursion. Soon
after they arrive, however, a mysterious orb appears and transports them into the
depths of space, where they find an empty floating spaceship... -- VIZ Media
What starts as a pleasant class trip to a planet five light-years away becomes a
nightmare survival trip to get back home. In the year 2063, interstellar space travel has
become the norm. What sort of adventure awaits on the new frontier? The situation
aboard the Astra intensifies as Zack reveals to Kanata that the ship's communication
system has recently been sabotaged and it's likely one among them is the culprit! The
crew members are overtaken with confusion and anger and begin questioning each
other's motives. Suddenly, the side of the Astra explodes! The controls and gravity
system shut down, and the Astra is set on a collision course with the planet Shummoor.
The mysterious player Morte has manipulated the human guilds into fighting on BOTH
sides of the Elf War! While Kirito challenges him to a duel, Asuna has an important task
of her own: steal the battle plans from the Forest Elves so she can end this quest
before it turns deadly. They need to stop the war before anyone loses their
life--permanently!
Following the fight with his longtime enemy Doma, Agni is beheaded, and it’s decided
that his head is to be taken to the sea. However, during the journey, a mysterious
person named Togata appears, and their madness-tainted filming begins! -- VIZ Media
Witch's Return
Kenka Bancho Otome: Love’s Battle Royale, Vol. 1
Astra Lost in Space, Vol. 3
To Your Eternity 4
Miori
Astra Lost in Space
After their nightmare on Shummoor, the group arrives at the third planet
on their journey, Arispade. The planet has plenty of food, water and
sunshine, making it just like a tropical paradise and the perfect place to
relax. Even the lone wolf of the group, Ulgar, starts to open up! That is,
until he suddenly pulls out a gun and threatens to kill Luca! Could Ulgar
be the traitor the group has been looking for?! -- VIZ Media
In graphic novel format, retells the Hawaiian story of Nanaue, born of
human mother and shark father, who struggles to find his place in a
village of humans.
After a genie fulfills Otto the cat's wish by turning the whole world
orange, Otto realizes that his favorite color is not the best color for
everything.
Four years dedicated to his family have molded Fushi into an
approximation of a human. But Fushi’s new acquisitions in that lowstimulus life have been few. When he attends Rean’s birthday party,
Fushi is attacked by a Knocker. Can Fushi, fighting with the help of his
brother Gugu, defeat the Knocker and defend his family? This is a story of
turning pain into strength.
Ceres: Celestial Legend, Vol. 8
Gakkyu Hotei
Lost in Space: Countdown to Danger
The Shark King
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Penguin Highway

Wanda's a star! Or at least she thinks she is...
'I could have done with a copy of Ad Astra in December 2015!' –Tim Peake ‘A wonderful,
wise and witty guide for space explorers everywhere.' – Richard Osman ‘A must read both
for intrepid space explorers and misty-eyed dreamers. Now, to space!’ – Hannah Fry
‘Few people are more knowledgeable, celebratory and witty about space travel than Dallas
Campbell.’ – Adam Rutherford Need some space? For almost all human history we’ve
been firmly rooted to the Earth. And, sure, it's got some good things going for it: nice views,
friendly inhabitants, good coffee. Air. But what if you want to get off? Whether you've got
itchy feet and need a bit of a break, or you’re looking for a complete change of scene, this
book has all the information you'll need to leave, with FREE expert advice from the men and
woman who can actually make it happen. Do I need a passport? How do I know if I have the
right stuff? Can I take my dog? What spacesuit do I need? Where am I going to go? What am
I going to eat? As well as being a deeply impractical guide to getting off the planet, this is an
eclectic and beautifully illustrated mix-tape of space travel stories – both real and imagined.
From the migrating lunar geese that flew us to the moon in the 1600’s, to Elon Musk’s
wild plan to get humans to Mars en masse in the future; from the history of early rocket
science to the Soviet tortoises that secretly won the space race. A collection for anyone who
has looked up in wonder at the stars... And then wondered how to get there. ‘The next best
thing to actually heading off into space.’ – Jim Al-Khalili ‘Few people are more
knowledgeable, celebratory and witty about space travel than Dallas Campbell.’ – Adam
Rutherford ‘If, like me, you dream of going into space, this is definitely the place to start the
journey.’ – Dan Snow ‘A must have volume for astronauts and armchair astronauts
alike.’ – Helen Sharman OBE ‘Funny, factual and beautiful.’ – Shaun Keavney
‘Read it, make notes, and be ready when the day comes.’ – Helen Czerski
The situation aboard the Astra intensifies as Zack reveals to Kanata that the ship s
communication system has recently been sabotaged and it s likely one among them is the
culprit! The crew members are overtaken with confusion and anger and begin questioning
each other s motives. Suddenly, the side of the Astra explodes! The controls and gravity
system shut down, and the Astra is set on a collision course with the planet Shummoor. -VIZ Media
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